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1. IN’IRODIJCTION 
Let D be .m integral domain. If P is a prime ideal of D, let Z)(P) denote 
nt field of D/P [in particular, D(0) is the quotient field of I)]. For 
a E D, denote the image of a in D/P C D(P) by a(P). Similarly if A E D,, the 
ring of n ); n matrices over D, let A(P) be tine image of A in D(P),. In this 
note, we give an elementary proof of the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let A, B E 0,. Ifs @ II set of prime idkz.s of D such that 
(9 f-J PEaP= (01 and 
(ii) A(P) is similar to B(P) for e-ach P E W, 
then 
(iii) A and B are similar wer D(0). 
This also Idlows from a related result of Ohm and Schneider [5]. Finally, 
we indicate some connections with matrices of holomorpbic functions and 
matrices of algebraic integers. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let T: D,-+L& be defined by TX =: AX - XZ3. We can consider T as ;un 
n2X a’ matrix. Let r be 1e rank of IT. We may assume :r +O; thus there 
exists M, an rev minor of T, with detM=afO. Choose X1,...,Xm,ED,, 
m=n2 - r, independent solutions of TX =: 0. Consider each Xi as an n2 
dimensional column vector, and let R be the mat. with columns X1, n.. ,X,,,. 
Thus rat&R-m. Choose an mXm minor llrlof ,R with detlV==b#O. 
By (i), we can pick P E Q with ab BE P. Let T(P) be thle correspondig 
map on D(P), . Cllearly s = rank T(P) <, rank T. §ince det M( P) = a!(P) # 0, we 
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have s = r,. Similarly, since detN(P) = b(P) #O, X,(P), . . . ,X,JP) are indepen- 
dent solutions of Z’(P)X=O, and hence they span the solution space. By (ii), 
there exists U E D(P), such that UA(P) = B(P) U &and det U+0. Thus 
By multiplying &rough by a common denominator, we can assume a, E D/P. 
Choose b, E D with hi(P) = a,, 1 <i <m, and let 
V= fj b,Xj. 
i=l 
Then TV-0 and detV#O, as detV(P)=detC’#O. Hence VAV-‘=B as 
desire& 
Note that (i) is necessary, for if O#ce~ (7 P, then Z,, and (1+ a)Z,, are 
equal module P for all P ET. Supruuenko [A proved Theorem 1 for D a 
unique factorization domain. His proof used the ncermal form of a matrk 
The proof above still goes through for sets of matrices which are simulta- 
neously similar module P for all P E W; the proof in [fl cannot be adapted to 
this case. 
Ohm and Schneider [5] proved that if (i) and (ii) hold and also rank 5”(P) 
is constant on ?I, then for any P E Q there exists V E D,, with VA = BV and 
det V B P. In fact, the proof given showed more. 
THEOREM 2 (Ohm-Schneider). Let A, B E 0,. Zf P is a pkne i&l of D 
such that rank T= rank T(P), where TX = AX’ - XB, and A(P) is simikv to 
B(P), then there exists VE Dn with 
VA=BV and detVQP. (9 
Theorem 1 follows, for in the proof we showed that :R’ = { PE alrti T= 
r,mk T(P)} is nonempty. In fact, 7~’ still satisfies (i). We now show that (*) is 
solvable if and only if it has a solution modulo PC for some fixed e. First we 
1 heed a lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let D be a Noetheriun domain with a prime ideaJ P and 
T:D”+D” Q linear map. Set Z= T(D”). 
(i) There exist.s e such thut PI 2 .Pe+‘Dn  I. 
(U) If D is principal and there exkts an r x r minor S T with rank 5*= r 
and det S B Fe+l, then e sutrisf.es (i). 
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Proof. (i) is an immediate consequence of the Artin-RestA lemma (cf. 
[lo, p. 25!5]). (ii) follows since T is equivalent to a diagonal matrix. 
THEOREM 4. Let A, R E 0, with P a prime ideal of D. 
(i) If the localization Dp is Noetheriun, then there existi e = e(A, B) such 
that (*) has a solution if and only if it has a solution module P’. 
(ii) Zf Dp is prkipal md A a,tu.l B are similar over D(O), then e can be 
chosen to depend only on A. 
Proof, Let TX=AX- XB. Clearly (*) has a solution over D if and only 
if it has a solution over Dp. Thus we car) assume D= Dp. Choose e = e( T) as 
in Lemma 3. Suppose X is a solution modulo P”. Hence TX E PeD, and 
det X @ P. Ely Lemma 3(i), TX E PZ, so TX = TY with ? E PI. Thus T( X - Y) 
= 0 acd det(X - Y) ~det X Z 0 (illod P)* So X - Y is the desired solution. 
Now assume Dp is principal. Let SX= AX - XA. Since A and B are 
similar over D(O), rank S =rank T. Let e = e(T) be as above. Now if (*) has a 
solution modtrlo P”, then e(S) = t?(T) by Lemma 3(ii). Thus le depends only 
on A. q 
We remark that Faddeev [2] proved Theorem 4(i) for E, whereas 
Friedland [3, Theorem 2.11 proved Theorem 4(ii) for D the ring of complex 
functions analytic in some domain (see the next section). It would be 
interesting to know whether Theorem 4(ii) holds for any domain. 
3. RINGS OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
Let 51 be a domain (open, connected) in the complex plane. Let D be the 
ring of analytic functions on 52. Then D is an integral domain and P, = {f E 
D 1 f(z) = 0) is a maximal ideal of D for each z E Sk Furthermore, D/P, = Q= 
and if A E D,, A(P,) = A(x). Note also that if P= P,, then I$, is a principal 
ideal domain, and so Theorem 4 holds. The analogue of Theorem 1 in this 
situation is: 
THEDREM 5. Let A,B cf D,, with Z GSZ such that % has an accumubtion 
point in St. If A(z) is simikzr to B(a) (m m&rices in C,) $0~ each 2~2, then 
there exist3 a subdomain 52’C&l am! a corresp&ing ring of analytic 
functions E such that CAC -i == B j& some C E E,,. 
of. Let 7~ = (P,lt~2}. Smce Z has an accumulation point. iti) of 
m 1 holds. IPence by Theorem 1, there exists C ED,,, with CA = BC 
and detC#O. Now take Q’= {zE&tjdetC’(z)#O). 
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Similarly, the analcgue of Theorem 2 holds. tis was first proved by 
F!asow [9]. 
4 ALGEBRAIC INTEGERS 
One can ask what conditions force A and B to be sir&u over D, not 
jltst lover the quotient field. Faddeev [2] proved the next result for the 
irltegers. However, the proof wo:ks for any domain. 
HEOREM 6 (Faddeev). Let A,BED,,. Set R={ EI&\XA=AX} and 
C:={XED,IX~=BX). Zf A and B are sinrihr cnw Dp fir each maximal 
ic~alPofD,thenAandBcresimilaror~Di~and~yifGCsaFeemnk 
ow right R-mod&. Here R acts on G by righr multipltition. 
Faddeev actually stated the theorem in terms of ideals. Lattimer and 
hIacDuffee [4] have shown there is one to one correspondence between the 
fi Lu ideal classes in 2 [xl/( f( )) x an similarity classes of matrices in E,, wrth d 
SC parable characteristic polynomial f(x). This can be extended to an arbitrary 
irsteg;ra1 domain D if one considers only ideals which are free over D. We 
close by giving a necessary ..md sufficient condition for A and B tto be similar 
otter D, for each P. 
THEOREM 7. Let D be the ring of algebraic integers in a finite extension 
01’ 62. Suppose A, B E 9,. Then the jolliwing are equioafent: 
(i) A and B are similar ouer Dp for ead2 prim idd P of D. 
(ii) A and B are similar over some finite integral exte&on E of D. 
Proof. Assume (i) holds. Then we can choose Ci,...,C$ such that 
D = (det C,, , . . , det C,). Consider the form f(xl, . . . , q.. = det(x,C, 
+ * - - + xkCk). Clearly the coefficients off are relatively prime. Hence by a 
thc:orem of Dad:? [l], there exist al,. . . ,ak integral over D such that 
f(Cl’ ,,...&)=I. E-D[a l,. . . , uk] is the desired extension. This argument was 
first used by Tau;sky [8]. 
Gonversely, if .4 and B are similar over E, then A and B are similar over 
Eq for any prime ideal Q of E. Hence by a theorem of Reiner and 
Zasenhaus [6], A and Z3 are similar over D, where P= E n Q. Since every 
prime of D is of this form, (i) holds. 
,/ U;Q& like to thank D. Estes, who pointed out fhe proof c$ %mm 1 
did not need unique factmimtim; 0. Taussky, who t&l me of F~&ev5 
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results; and H. Wbaeidm, who infbmed me of the conwctions with holsmot- 
pkic finctim. 
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